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Abstract
In this paper we present an architecture for multi-modal dialogue systems. It is illustrated from our development of a multi-modal information system for local bus timetable information. The system is based on a natural language interface for typed interaction that is enhanced to handle also multi-modal interaction. The multi-modal user interface was designed based on empirical investigations and some results from these investigations are presented. We also show how information specification forms can be utilised to handle requests typical for timetable information systems and how spatial and temporal information is integrated and used in the system.

INTRODUCTION
Today’s computer and communication technology creates the opportunity for easy access to many information sources, and the opportunity to support complex information retrieval tasks. For the emerging technology to fulfil its promises it is not enough for the information to be available, it also needs to be easy accessible. This implies that a system must allow the users to formulate their information needs in a naturally intuitive manner. We believe that human dialogues provide the best model candidate for such systems. It is however important to stress that this does not imply that systems should mimic human dialogues in minute detail. Instead the basic principles of such dialogues should be supported; e.g. connectedness between consecutive communicative acts, free choice of expression on semantic and syntactic level, frequent use of abbreviated expressions that rely on the verbal and non-verbal context for their interpretation [4].

Viewed from this perspective, not all multimodal information systems are dialogue systems, in the strict sense, not even if there is a verbal (spoken or written) input or output channel. For a multi-modal information system to be a dialogue system, all modalities must be integrated and be possible to use for communicative actions as part of an on-going dialogue [3]. Only then can the user freely decide how to interact with the system, e.g. whether to answer a spoken question by pointing in a map or by a verbal answer. From a system architecture point of view, this means that all modalities, i.e. dialogue acts performed utilising any modality, need to be handled.

There are a number of research issues involved in the development of a multi-modal dialoguesystem. The present paper focus on some of these; the design of an interface where non-verbal commands like pointing or showing a map can be naturally integrated, dialogue management, and the use of domain knowledge in the on-going dialogue. In what follows we will illustrate our architecture for multi-modal dialogue systems from a current prototype development of a system for timetable information for local bus traffic.

DESIGN OF THE MULTI-MODAL INTERFACE
As a base for the design of the user interface several investigations were made. Thirty-nine conversations between travellers and timetable informants about timetable requests were recorded in a telephone setting and analysed in order to reveal what kind of information was exchanged in the dialogues. An investigation of usage of paper-based timetables was also conducted in order to get an insight in how tables and maps were used by the travellers.

The results of our empirical investigations are reflected in the design of the MALINQF user interface. For instance, travellers often asked for more alternatives than given by the traffic informant. Previous studies on text based user interfaces has also shown that providing more information than required, can give a more effective interaction [1]. This implies that a system should overrule the Gricean maxim “Do not make your contribution more informative than required” which is an often quoted guideline for interactive speech systems (e.g. [2]).

The MALINQF user interface has four different parts, all visible at the same time, a fill-in form for expressing questions to the database, a map that can be used for entering points of arrival/departure in timetable questions, an area for showing the results of database queries, e.g. timetables, and finally an area for messages from the system. It is possible to interact with the prototype by keyboard, mouse, and/or speech. The prototype is fully functional except for the speech-recognition part, which is simulated by a
wizard. The reason for using a wizard instead of a speech recogniser was that the main interest in the study was to investigate users' interaction with the system, rather than the performance of the system.

One issue that we were especially interested in investigating was how speech could support users with different amount of background knowledge. One such type of background knowledge that we believe influences the interaction is the variation in knowledge of the domain of the application, i.e. travelling by bus in a city. In our application the users are all travellers, the main differences are travelling frequency and knowledge of the city where the travel takes place.

To investigate this we conducted an experiment where we compared traditional interaction, i.e. keyboard and mouse, with multi-modal interaction, i.e. allowing also speech interaction, (cf. [9]). A total of 12 subjects participated in the study. The subjects were divided into three groups, corresponding to their knowledge on local buses in Linköping. Before and after the main study the subjects were asked to answer a questionnaire. The pre-questionnaire recorded the subjects background, and the post-questionnaire emphasised the subjects attitudes towards the system.

In the study, each subject used the user interface in two conditions; one with multi-modal interaction and one with traditional interaction. The subjects were randomly assigned to start with one condition, and then switch to the other. The subjects were first given a short introduction to the prototype and then had to solve three different scenarios in each condition.

The investigation showed that multi-modal interaction was to some extent more efficient than traditional interaction. The users made fewer errors, completed the task in fewer steps, and found their way in the map easier with multi-modal interaction. However, the task completion time between the two types of interaction did not differ. The investigation also showed that users with weak domain knowledge were better supported by multi-modal interaction, than by traditional interaction, and vice versa for users with good domain knowledge. Since multi-modal user interfaces provide users with several means of interaction, the users can choose the means that are the most efficient for them and for their purpose.

The investigations also provided implications for further refinement of the multi-modal user interface. For example, we could see indications that the users needed support through a more elaborated dialogue with the system. We also claim that efficiency is not the only important feature for multi-modal interaction. The users' subjective experience of the dialogue's co-operativeness and reliability must also be taken into account in the design of the system.

**THE MALIN SYSTEM**

The MALIN system (Multi-modal Application of LINlin) is a prototype system under development, which consists of processing modules for interpretation, generation, dialogue management and knowledge co-ordination. These in turn consult various knowledge sources such as the timetable database, a domain model, dialogue models, lexicon, grammar etc.

The MALIN system is based on the LINLIN system [8]. The kernel of the LINLIN system is a dialogue manager developed for natural language interaction. The dialogue manager controls the interaction by means of a dialogue grammar, and holds information needed by the modules in the system, including the dialogue manager itself, in a dialogue tree.

**Information Specification Forms**

The principles for dialogue management used in the LINLIN system worked well for information retrieval applications where a user initiative normally specifies object(s) and/or properties in enough detail for background system access. This is not often the case for timetable information requests. In order to handle timetable information requests correctly, a variety of parameters, such as departure and/or arrival time and day, must be specified before the background system can be accessed.

Furthermore, from the empirical investigations on local bus timetable information requests, we have identified a number of different user information needs. The most common, called trip information, occurs when the user needs to know how and when on a particular day, most often the present day, one can travel from one point to another in town by bus. Another common information need, called route information, is when the user wants information on which bus routes that go from one point to another.

Since we need to handle various information needs, we cannot follow the usual approach of having the information specification task integrated in the dialogue management. Instead the LINLIN model is extended with Information Specification Forms, ISF, to model the information pieces needed to access the background system for various user tasks. The ISF assumes a slot-and-filler structure with attributes reflecting the information needed to properly access the background system. This is hence similar to the so-called task models used in many spoken dialogue systems to model a set of information pieces necessary to perform a task such as providing timetable information. As users can, and often will, provide any piece of information at more or less any point in the discourse, it is important to allow for such user behaviour, cf. [7] for another view on this.

Based on information from the Interpreter and the current dialogue an instance of an ISF, corresponding to the user task, is created. The ISF is used to see what information is missing and the
dialogue manager generates meaningful follow-up questions to underspecified information requests.

The ISFs are only one of the knowledge sources utilised by the dialogue manager when controlling the interaction; conceptual, domain and dialogue models are also consulted when needed [5]. The domain model is a structure of the world the dialogue is about while the conceptual model contains general information about the concepts and their relationships in the particular domain.

Representation and use of domain knowledge

Requests for information are passed by the dialogue manager to the knowledge co-ordinator when an ISF for a trip or route is fully specified. The task of the knowledge co-ordinator is to decide what knowledge sources to consult, integrate the information received from these, and return it to the dialogue manager.

One important, but easily over-looked, difference between the domain of local bus traffic and the commonly worked on rail information systems is that users’ natural way of expressing departure and arrival locations rarely makes use of the official names of the bus stops. These locations are instead described using street or area names, locative expressions like close to the library, or by pointing and clicking in a map. For this reason a representation of and reasoning about the geographical domain becomes a necessity.

Rail-traffic information systems often have an explicit model of the temporal domain (cf. [10]), but the knowledge of the geographical domain is implicit and lies in the lexicon/grammar. In a multi-modal dialogue system for local bus traffic information a more elaborated domain model, which supports both spatial and temporal reasoning is needed. The input to the system, e.g. temporal and spatial descriptions, can be ambiguous and vague. Such vague qualitative descriptions and concepts must be mapped to quantitative and exact information, which is needed when searching the timetable database. This is accomplished by utilising domain knowledge. Our approach is to represent the domain knowledge in two modules, the spatial reasoning module and the temporal reasoning module. The spatial module utilises a geographical information system and is further described in [6].

Apart from mapping vague information onto precise descriptions the domain model is also utilised to provide the dialogue manager with information about clarification requests, such as inconsistencies in the input or missing information, when needed.

CONCLUSION

A multi-modal dialogue system is something different from a system that uses more than one input and/or output modality. It also requires careful examination of the communicative acts and the different modalities to form a coherent dialogue, where the interpretation of any such act in any modality is based on the previous dialogue acts in the different modalities. In this paper we described the basic architecture of a multi-modal dialogue system that satisfies these requirements. We have also described in some detail two aspects of this system, the design of the interface and the use of domain knowledge sources for spatial and temporal reasoning. For both areas empirical investigations have been utilised to reveal the necessary requirements, and their impact on the design and implementation of the system has been discussed.
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